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Author's response to reviews:

We have made all the changes requested in your email as indicated below

Formatting changes to be made:

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

References: please provide a functioning link to the website in reference 4

This link works – accessed 14 March 2011.

Tables: Please remove bullet points. Done. If this is not appropriate please move to additional files or convert to a figure. Please remember to update any figure/additional file citations affected.

Box: unfortunately we cannot incorporate `text boxes. Please either change the titles to `Table 4`, and `Table 5` and re-format so that they are not in list style, ie. more than one column. please remember to up-date any references to boxes within the text, Alternatively, include the information within the manuscript text - you can use indentation to highlight the text: We have incorporated boxes into the text using this format or include in an appendix section (in text format) and cite as 'Appendix' in the text.

References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets. Please do not use superscript numbers. Also, please place the reference before the full stop. For example `text [1].` Done Please make sure that every reference from the reference list is cited in the text. Checked

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)
Please format the 'author list,' 'affiliations' and 'email addresses' into separate lists. The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order and placed below the title, in a paragraph. We recommend the use of superscript numbers in the authors list in the manuscript and a corresponding numbered list to denote author affiliation. Please do not repeat affiliations. Please format the email list using authors initials as in the following example: AB: abcd@institution.ac.uk Done

Tracking: Please remove all tracking from the manuscript. Done

Authors contributions: please ensure this is formatted into a paragraph rather than a list Done

Tables- please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables Done

The abbreviations underneath table 1 are in table format. Please remove from the table and format in plain text style or this section will be marked up as a separate table. Done

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance. Done

Thank you